Main Changes

- Sections 1-4
  - Only minor wording changes

- Section 5 (GPIM)
  - Decorator Pattern
  - Adding SUPAPolicyRole, SUPAPolicyAtomic, SUPAPolicyComposite

- Section 6 (EPRIM)
  - Decorator Pattern
  - Adding supaECAPolActionEvalStrategy
  - Moving attributes in SUPABooleanClauseAtomic and SUPABooleanClauseComposite to SUPABooleanClause

- Section 7 (Examples)
  - Added SNMP example
  - Adding ACL example
  - Adding other examples from draft-cheng-supap-applicability-01
The Big Question: Status

- One Final Significant Change
  - Optimization of the Decorator Pattern based on Implementation Feedback

- Then, the Information Model will be Stable
  - Ready for Last Call before Prague

- The Data Model will be Stable Before Singapore
  - No new implementation hurdles…but Joel will talk more about that
Questions?

“Create like a god. Command like a king. Work like a slave”
- Constantin Brancusi